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Pre-Nicked Rule from National!
Increase productivity and speed with precision pre-nicked rules!

To achieve maximum productivity on today's platen diecutters,
blanks must stay together through the diecutting and stripping
sections, yet come apart cleanly in the blanking section. 
Traditional methods such as nicking the rule with a chisel can
leave high spots on each side of the nick and can cause blanks
to separate and jam the diecutters. 

By using prenicked rule, you are certain that the nicks are
cleanly formed in the rule without the high spots associated
with hand nicking. Prenicked rule allows you to alter the
strength of the nicks by simply replacing the small section of
Prenicked Rule, as opposed to re-ruling an entire knife. 

Pre-Nicked Rule from National

Point Sizes Available Rule Heights Available

.937”, .918”

Standard Nicks*

.028” (0.71mm) 

.042” (1.07mm)

.056” (1.42mm)

.084” (2.13mm)

2PT, 3PT, 4PT

* For folding carton applications, nicks as small as 0.007” (0.2mm)
can be supplied.

Pre-Nicked Rule for Rotary Dies

To hold blanks together through a rotary diecutter, we recommend the use of 1" to 1 1/2" sections of 
1/16" x 1/16" (1.57 mm x 1.57 mm) perforating rule with a height of 0.030" (0.76 mm) less than the 
cutting rule.

POWER-LOCK MINI QUOINS from Wagner
Lock-in small sections of rule securely and easily!

These handy Power-Lock Mini Quoins allow the placement of 
pre-nicked or other special-profile rule in small sections that can be
easily removed and/or replaced as needed. Power-Locks from Wagner
work on both rotary and flat (platen) dies. A profile is routed or cut
into the die board.

See other side for detailed information!
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Small, tough and compact, these mini-quoins lock-in rule where needed!

Wagner features a variety of Quoins & Keys 
for just about any application.
Visit www.wagnerdiesupply.com

for more information!

Slightly less than 1” in diameter, Power-Lock
compact mini quoins are designed to securely
lock-up pieces of rule that require regular 
replacement, or are different than adjacent
rule. A laser or drilled and routed profile is
used to apply (see image below). They provide
positive kerf locking power using the die
board itself. Wagner Power-Lock mini quoins
are tightened and loosened using a standard
5/32” hex or Allen wrench; turn clockwise to
tighten and counterclockwise to loosen.

Multiple Power-Lock Quoins can be used in on
longer sections of rule.

Manufactured from aluminum and steel with a
rubber retainer ring, for durable performance.

Power-Lock Mini Quoins

Power-Lock mini quoin installed on a die,
showing the drilled/routed or laser profile style

used for secure lock-up.

Part #: Z PWRLOCK

PowerLock Dimensions: 

A =  Expanded - 0.875”
Contracted - 0.795”

Hex = 5/32”

.5”

.875”

A
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